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Abstract 1 Introduction 

Locariori services are essential to many applications 
running on a hybrid of wirelessly-networked mobile ac- 
tors and static sensors, such us surveillance systems and 
the Pursuer and Evader Game (PEG). To out- best knowl- 
edge, there has been no previous location service protocol 
for wireless sensor networks. A number of location service 
protocols have been proposed for mobile ad hoc networks, 
but they are not applicable to sensor networks due tu the 
usually large per-hop latency between sensors. 

This paper presents a disfributed location service proto- 
col (DLSP) for wireless sensor networks. Using a rigorous 
analysis of DL* we derive the condition for achieving a 
high packet-delivery ratio, and show how to conJTgure the 
protocol parameters to ensure the scalability of DL% We 
Jind that DLSP is scalable IjC the mobile's speed is below 
a certain fruction of the packet-transmission speed, which 
depends on a movement threshold. For example, i f  the 
movement threshold for the locution servers at the lowest 
level equals the rudio runge, the speed limit is one-tenth 
of the packet-transmission speed. The mobile's theoretical 
speed limit is one-Jifth of the pocket-trunsinission speed, be- 
yond which DLSP cannot scale regardless of the movement 
threshold. Because of the high location-update overhead of 
DLSP, we propose an optimization, DLSP-SN, which can 
reduce the overheacl by over 70%, while achieving high 
packet-delivery ratios. Howevel; due to the griding effect, 
the packet's path length of DLSP-SN may be longer than 
thut of DLSP, incurring higher dutu-delivery cost. 

There are a growing number of sensor network appli- 
cations that require communication between mobile actors 
and stationary sensors. For example, in the PEG (Pursuer 
and Evader Game) and surveillance systems, hundreds or 
thousands of sensors may be statically deployed to monitor 
certain areas or physical infrastructures, and a few dozens of 
actor nodes may move around and interrogate static sensors 
for information at multiple spots of interest. 

Geographic routing (or location-based routing) [9, 121 
has been widely used in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) 
as well as sensor networks, because it incurs low comrnu- 
nication and memory overheads of maintaining routing in- 
formation. A mobile periodically reports it? (geographic) 
location to selected nodes, called location servers. Other 
nodes can acquire the mobile's location from one of its 
location servers and then deliver data to the mobile re- 
ceiver using geographic routing. A number of location- 
service protocols have been proposed for MANETs, such as 
grid location service (GLS) 1131, distributed location man- 
agement (DLM) [21], geographic hashing location service 
(GHLS) [5], colunln row location service (XYLS) [19], 
DREAM [3], Twins 1201, hierarchical location service 
(HLS) [ 101, and home-zone-based location service (1 81. 

These location service protocols, however, may not be 
applicable to sensor networks due to the usually high per- 
hop latency in a sensor network which ranges from a few 
hundred milliseconds to a few seconds [14,23], while that 
of a MANET is an order-of-magnitude lower (tens of ms) 
[7, 111. The high per-hop latency can be attnbuted to 
the two factors - scheduling delay and transmission time. 
First, wireless communication consumes much more energy 
than other operations for (severely energy-constrained) sen- 

'The work reported in this paper w t  supported m part by the US Anny 
sor nodes. Hence, energy-efficient MAC protocols avoid 

~~~~~h mce under G~~~ ~ 9 1 ~ w - 0 5 - 1 - 0 ~ ~ ~ ,  by the N ~ F  under idle listening and overhearing by scheduling transmission 
CNS-0435023. and listening periods (e.g., S-MAC [24] and T-MAC [4]), 
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or low-power channel polling (e.g., WiseMAC [6] and 
BMAC [15]), or both (e.g., SCP [23]). As a result, the ra- 
dio's duty cycle can be limited to a few percentages. Thus, 
a packet has to be held for some time before its transmission 
to the next hop. Second, a sensor node's radio usually has a 
lower bandwidth, incurring a longer transmission time. For 
example, Mica2 (MicaZ) has a bandwidth of 19.5 kbps (250 
kbps), while MANETs typically use wireless LAN cards of 
11 Mbps or 54 Mbps. 

Thls high per-hop latency makes packet transmission in 
a sensor network much slower than in MANET. Moreover, 
a sensor network is usually of much larger scale than a 
MANET. Therefore, the location-service protocols are un- 
likely to perform well in sensor networks, because, dur- 
ing the nontrivial duration of delivering a message from 
a source node to a location server, then to the mobile re- 
ceiver's location obtained from the location server, the mo- 
bile could have moved too far away to receive the message 
dlrectly as in GHLS or even by using forward pointers as in 
GLS. 

In this paper we present a distributed location service 
protocol (DLSP) for a hybrid wireless network of stationary 
sensor nodes and mobile actors. Like GLS, DLSP is built 
on a hierarchical grid structure. A mobile selects multiple 
location servers at each level, and sends location updates 
more frequently to the location servers at lower levels than 
to those at higher levels. A location query, i.e. a data packet 
may go through multiple rounds of "lookup-and-chase" to 
reach the mobile receiver. Through a rigorous analysis, we 
derive the condihon to achieve a high query-delivery ratio 
(which equals data success rate in DLSP), and show how to 
configure the protocol parameters to ensure the scalability 
of the location service. In this paper, scalability means that, 
as the network size increases, the location service protocol 
retains high query-delivery ratio and the protocol overhead 
is proportional to O(log(N)),  where N denotes the network 
size. We find that, in order to retain high query-delivery ra- 
tio, thc mobilc's speed should be bclow a certain fraction 
of the packet-transmission speed, which depends on the un- 
derlying movement threshold. For example, if the move- 
ment threshold for the lowest-level location servers is the 
same as the node's radio range, the mobile's speed limit is 
one-tenth of the packet-transmission speed. The theoretical 
speed limt is one-fifth of the packet-transmission speed be- 
yond which DLSP cannot scale regardless of the movement 
threshold. 

Like GLS, DLSP incurs a high locahon-update over- 
head because a mobile needs to update multiple location 
servers at each level with its location information. There- 

the mobile's trajectory. DLSP-SN achieves a significant re- 
duction of update overhead. However, due to the griding 
effect1, DLSP-SN may incur more rounds of lookup-and- 
chase than DLSP, thus making the average path length of 
location queries greater than that of DLSP and increasing 
data-delivery cost. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
describes DLSP. Section 3 derives the condition for achiev- 
ing a high packet-delivery ratio under DLSP, and Section 4 
analyzes the overhead of DLSP, and presents an optimiza- 
tion, DLSP-SN. To validate our analysis results, we simu- 
late the performance of location services in Section 5. We 
summarize the related work in Section 6, and conclude the 
paper and discuss future directions in Section 7. 

2 Distributed Location Service Protocol 

We now present the details of DLSP. We assume that 
a large number of stationary sensor nodes have been ran- 
domly and uniformly deployed in a field of interest and a 
rclativcly smaller number of mobile actors move around 
within this field. Geographic routing (e.g., GPSR [9]) is 
used for multi-hop routing. Each sensor node can deter- 
mine its location by using a GPS receiver, or by invoking 
a localization service [8,17]. Likewise, each mobile either 
is equipped with a GPS receiver or can estimate its location 
using the neighbor sensors' location information. 

Table 1 summarizes the notations used in this paper. 

2.1 Selection and Update of Location 
Servers 

A sensor network is assumed to have been deployed in an 
L x L square field with the lower-left comer at (XO,YO), as 
was assumed in GHT [I 61. Similar to GLS [13], the entire 
square field is partitioned into a grid as shown in Figure 1. 
Four level-0 squares make up one level- 1 square, four level- 
1 squares make up one level-2 square, and so on. To avoid 
overlap between two squares of the same size, a particu- 
lar level-k square is part of one and only one level-(k + 1) 
square. For simplicity, we assume that the field is perfectly 
gridded, i.e., the field is a square of edge length L = 2"l, 
where h is an integer. We will discuss how this restriction 
can be relaxed in Section 5. Each node is preloaded with 
L, e,  and (Xo, Yo) upon which it can calculate the entire grid 
structure. 

At time T ,  a mobile R uses a well-known hash function, 
H(P, i, j,lDR) to computc a location, f&j(P(R, T ) ,  IDR) 

fore, we propose an optimization, called DLSP with a se- "Griding effect' means thal the sourcc ar~d destination nodes across 
but close to the boundary of a high-level square may require the qucry to lected neighbor (DLSP-SN), in which the mobile updates nmany hops up to the square containing hth nodas, Both 

the location server in at most one neighbor square at each c ~ s  ,d DLSP-SN suffer from the effect, but DLSP does not. 
level. The selection of a neighbor square is determined by 2 ~ h e  hash function can be defined in many f o m .  For example, H = 
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Table 1. Summary of notations 

ation servers is 2k-"'l? 

in each level-0 square So, (t'(K, I ' ) )  ( j  = 0,. . . , 8). Using 
the hash function, diffcrent mobile nodes arc like to select 
different sensor nodes as their location servers, so the work- 
load as well as energy consumption is distributed. The sen- 
sor node closest to this location is chosen as the mobile's 
level-0 location server, denoted as LSoPJ (P(R, T ) ,  IDR). A 
neighbor square is omitted if it is out of the field bound- 
ay. At level-1, R picks a location server from each of its 
neighbor squares, Sl,,(P(R, T ) ) .  There is no location scrvcr 
in Sl.o(P(R, T ) ) ,  as it has been fully covered by the level-0 
location servers, and so on. The location servers at dzfferent 
levels are updated at dzrerent rates. Suppose R has sent a 
location update to lcvcl-k location servers at time T I .  It will 
then send the next update to the level-k servers at T + AT 
if and only if dist(P(R, T) ,P(R,  T + AT))  2 2k-'nV (i.e. the 
movement threshold) or AT > 2'2 (i.e. the timeout). R sets 
the lifetime of its location servers to be slightly greater than 

$-me 
AT = rnin(zkz, -). If a location scrver does not recelve 
a ncw update from the rnob~lc R before this lifetime cxpircs, 
it is no longer a location server for R. 

*h 

P 

r 
v 

disr(Pj ,P2) 

2.2 Processing of Locatior~ Queries 

location servers is 2kr 

Per-hop latency, including transnlis- 
sio~d~transmission time, and scheduling delay 

Per-hop progress; the average decrease of Eu- 
clidean distance to thc destination per hop 

Radio range 

Mobiles' average speed 

Distance ktwcen two locations, PI and P2 

When a sensor node S sends a data message to R, il only 
knows its own location and R's ID, and encapsulates the 

data into a location query. The query is first sent to a loca- 
tion server, and then to R's location found from the server. 
This lookup-und-chase process is illustrated by an example 
in Figures 2 and 3. 

In Figure 2, S first assumes that R resides in So,J (P(S))  at 
some time, To, i.e. R and S are in the same level-0 square or 
two adjacent level-0 squares at To. Then So,o(P(S), IDR) = 
SO,~(P(R,  To), IDR). Hence, S sends the query to the sen- 
sor node (N1)  closest to Lo,o(P(S),IDR). N1 is not an 
R's location server, because it has not received any loca- 
tion update from R or the R's location information has ex- 
pired. To explore the larger square Sl,o(P(S)), N1 sends 
the query to N2, i.e. the node closest to Ll ,o (P(S) , ID~) ,  
and so on. Suppose the query eventually reaches a location 
server, denoted as L&.o(P(S) ,IDR), which has the R's loca- 
tion at time T I ,  denoted as P(R, ). LS2,0(P(S), IDR) (i.e., 
L.S2,4(P(R, T I ) ,  IDR)) then sends the query to P(R, Tl) .  This 
process of looking up the location of, and chasing, a mobile 
is called a round. 

If K moves fast and if S and R are far apart, by the 
time the location query reaches this location, R could have 
moved too far away from P(R, T I )  to receive the location 
query. Then the query will be received by the node A clos- 
est to P(R, ). Unlike GLS, A does not maintain any for- 
ward pointer under DLSP. Instead, it sk-s a new rourzd. As 
shown in Figure 3, the query first goes to the node N3 clos- 
est to Lo,o(P(R, T l ) , I D ~ ) ,  then to LSl,o(P(R,Tl),IDR) (i.e., 
LSI t6(P(R, T2), IDR)), which has more recent R's location, 
P(R, T2). Finally, the query catches up with R near P(R, f i ) .  

After receiving the query, R may decide whether or not 
to send its location information to S, which caches the lo- 
cation for later packets. In this paper, we intend to examine 
the performance of location services in essence, and leave 
it as future work how caching affects the performance of 
locatlon services. 

3 Conditions for High Packet-Delivery Ratio 

In this section, we first derive the condition for achieving 
a high packet-delivery ratio under DLSP. Then, we discuss 
how to configure the parameters of DLSP to make it scal- 
able. We find that DLSP is scalable if the mobile's speed 
is lower than a certain fraction of the packet-transmission 
speed, which depends on the moven1cnt threshold used. 
Last, we present the condition for achiev~ng a high packet- 
delivcry ratio in GIILS, and show thal GIILS is not scalable. 

3.1 Analysis of Conditions for High 
Packet-Delivery Ratio under DLSP 

(H, ,H, ) .  H,(P,i, j , I l l x )  = C,(P,i, j )  + f h ( I h )  .2'C. C,(P,i, j ) ,  theX axis 
of the lower-left comer of S, . j ( f ' ) ,  can he calculated by &,Xo,P, i, j ,  and t. Our analysis of DLSP consists of the base case and the 
fh(/L)H) is a uniform function ranging between (0 , l ) .  Similar is H,. inductive step. The base case analyzes how a location query 
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0 Mobile Node R r LS,,,(P(R,T).Wd 

A LS%,(P(R. T).ID.) . LSq(P(R.T).IDn) 

Figure 1. The location servers se- Figure 2. Round 1 of location query Figure 3. In round 2, only the lo- 
lected at three levels of the grid processing cation server in the shaded level-1 

neighbor square is visited 

Location 
Query 

Time at 

P(R, T, ) 
AT 

T I  "-2 

Figure 4. The timeline of events for location query pro- 
cessing at level-0. 

can catch up with the mobile reccivcr after obtaining its lo- 
cation infomiation fron~ a level-0 location server. The in- 
ductive step analy~es how the locatlon query can get closer 
to the mobile node after complebng each round. 

Let do be the average distance between R and a level- 
0 location server, i.e., dist (P(R, T I ) .  Lo,] (P(R. T I )  ,IDR)).  
Consider R as a random point in an C x e square, and the 
location server a random point in the same square or one of 
the eight adjacent squares, do E 1.27C according to the nu- 
merical analysis. Also, we Ict to be the update interval fvr 
level-0 location servers. We have T3 - TI = fi - T4 = $th, 

and Tq - T3 = f to because T4 ranges from G to T3 + 10. So, 

Also, from Section 2, we have 

3.1.1 The Base Case 
From Eq. (3) ,  we have 

Suppose, at Time T, ,  R sends its location, P(R. T i ) ,  
to a level-0 location server, L S O , ~  (P(R, T I )  ,ID,q), j E Cto 5 2-"'C. 

{0,1, .  . . ,8). Thc location server receives the location up- 
date at time f i .  At time T4, it receives a location query and Therefore, 

forwards the query to P(R. T I ) .  The location query reaches 1 do - 
P(R, 6 )  at time T?. The timeline of these events are shown dist(P(R,?;),P(R,f i))  < -to?+ 2-t,,v 2 P (5 )  
in Figure 4. 

In order to have R receive the query at T2, the following 1n order to satisfy ~ y .  (11, we simply let +tov+2+thij 5 
condition n~ust be satisfied: r. That is, 

dlst (P(R, Tl ), P(R, f i ) )  5 r. (1) zv+2++lthv5 zr i f ? <  

2-1ne + j08tt ; < 2 r  if?: T. p h l -  
(6)  

Suppose AT = T? - q, then dist(P(R,Tj),P(R,T?)) is 
bounded by ATF, because the distance is maximi~cd when 
R moves on a straight line between TI and f i .  The avcr- Approxiinately, Eq. (6) can be satisfied if 

age speed is computed as the length of the trajectory cunlc 5C 
between 6 and Tr, over AT. AT can be brokcn into three 2-'"C + -thF < 2r. 

P 
(7) 

items, f i  - T I ,  Tq - f i ,  and Tz - T4. T3 - Tl denotes thc 
avenge latency of the location update from P(R,T1) to 3.1.2 Analysis Step 
LSO,~ (P(R; T I ) ;  IDK); Tq - fi represents the average obso- 
leteness of the location information on at location server; Conhider the case of requiring multiple rounds of lookup- 
72 - T4 denotes the average latency of the location query and-chase. Suppose the query looks up R's location from 
from LSo,j(P(R, T I )  to P(R, T I ) .  a level-k, location server in round i, and from a le~el-k,+~ 
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server in round i + 1. To ensure the query makes progress 3.2.3 Limit of the Mobile's Speed 
towards R, we need to satisfy 

From Eq. (7), if m = 1, i j  < 6 = &, which is one-tenth 
kI+l 5 kI - I. (8) of the packet transmission speed. If &e movement thresh- 

Suppose the query gets R's location, P(R, T i )  in round i 
old for location updates is smaller, the location updates are 

and reaches P(R,T,') at time T,'. k,+l 5 k, - 1 holds if the more frequent, and a mobile node is allowed to move faster. 

following inequality holds: However, i j  < $: must always hold, and the speed can 
never be greater than $. So, the theoretic speed limit of 

dist(P(R, T(),P(R. T;)) 5 2k~-1 t .  (9) the mobile is one-fifth of the packet transmission speed, no 

Similar to Ey. (2), we get matter how frequently the location servers are updated. 

So, we have 

In order to satisSy Eq. (8), we sirnply let $2k1 t0~  + 
2?gV 5 2k1-'6. That is, 

2-"Lf 
if V <  -;F- 

2-'"6+Zf!th,i<4 - i f F >  7. (12) 

Again, because of Eq. (4), Eq. (12) can be satisfied if 

3.2 Configuration of Protocol Parameters 
for DLSP 

3.3 Analysis of Conditions for High 
Packet-Delivery Ratio in GHLS 

GHLS can be considered as a trivial case of DLSP, in 
which 6 = L. The analysis of GHLS is the same as that 
of the base case in DLSP, except that do % 0.5L because 
the mobile node and its location server are considered two 
randoin points in the L x L square. 

Suppose the movement threshold for updating the loca- 
tion server is vto 5 d. We need to satisfy 

Because tt, is nontrivial, Eq. (14) may not hold for large 
networks and fast moving nodes, no matter how small d 
might be. Therefore, GHLS is not scalable. 

4 Analysis of Location-Service Overhead 

The above analysis provides some Insights into what pa- 
rameters affect the packet-dehvcry raho and how thcy can In this scctlon, we first analyze the overhead of loca- 

be configured to achieve the scalability of DLSP w.r.t. qucry tmn updatcs under DLSP and then proposc a desip Opti- 

delivery. muation, called DLSP with a Selected Neighbor (DLSP- 
SN) whch makes a significant reducbon of locahon-update 

3.2.1 Configuration of C overhead. 

Consider the condition of the base case, Eq. (7),  and that 
of the inducuve step, Eq. (13). The condltron of the base 
case IS stronger than that of the inductive step if 6 2 2r. 
Moreover, both Eq. (7 )  and (1 3) are independent of the field 
edge length, L. Therefore, as long as data can be delivered 
within a small reglon (level-0 \quare\) of edge length e 2 
21,1t can be dellvcred from an arbitrarily far away node. In 
fact, F \hould bc set to 21-, because the overhedci of locatron 
updates increases :IS 6 Increases (in Section 4). 

3.2.2 Configuration of trz 

In Eq. (7),  Ztl,v is always a posihve tenn since th is not 
negligible. io ,  nl must be a positive integer. Again, the 
overhead of location updates is proportional to 2In when the 
mobile's speed is above the threshold. Therefore, rn should 
be set to 1, and the movement threshold is r. 

4.1 Analysis of Location-Update Over- 
head 

Lct U denote the total overhead of locatlon updates, and 
uk the overhead of updating a level-k location server. The 
location-update frequency for the level-k location servers 
is tk = 2Lt0. The average distance between R and a level- 
k location server (=,,(P(R,T),IDR) is 1.27.2't7, and the 
average distance between R and the level-0 location server, 
L&,0(P(R, T ) ,  IDR) is 0.56. Since there are at least 3 neigh- 
bor squares at each level except the highest, we have 
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Figure 5. R sends updates to two level-1 location servers 
at P(R, Tz), because P(R, T3) is in the selected neighbor 
square of P(R, fi). 

h = O(log(L x L)), and the total number of nodes, N 
proportional to L x L for a given node density. So 
= O(log(N)). That's DLSP is asynlptotically scalable 

w.r.t. the protocol overhead. However, like GLS in small 
and median networks, DLSP suffers from a high update 
overhead because there are ~nultiple location servcrs at each 
level of the hierarchy. 

4.2 Optimization of DLSP 

Our optimization goal is to reduce the location-update 
overhead while preserving the high packet-delivery ratio. 
The key observation is that it is unnecessary to update the 
location servers in all neighbor squares. This is because, as 
a location query "chases" the mobile receiver, the mobile's 
trajectory determines which location servers to visit. 

This observation is illustrated in Figure 3. At time T2, 
R updates the 5 location servers in the neighbor squares. 
Therefore, at round 2, the query can obtain a more re- 
cent location, P(R,T2), and catch up with R. Since A 
is in Sl,o(P(R,T2)), the query relayed by A can only go 
through u1.6(P(R, T2), IDR), not the other four level-1 lo- 
cation servers. That is, only the update to the location servcr 
in the neighbor square, Sl,6(P(K,Ii)) is useful for dcliver- 
ing this query. So, the design optirlli~ation is called Dis- 
tributed Locution Service Protocol with LE Selected Neigh- 
bor (DLSP-SN). 

To illustrate how DLSP-SN works, let us zoom in the 
lower-left level-2 square of Figure 3 in Figure 5. Sup- 
pose R needs to send location updates to level-1 location 
servers at P(R, q), P(R, T3), and P(R, T2) consecutively. 
At P(R,T3), it checks if its previous location P(R,Tl) was 
in the level-1 square, Sl,o(P(R,Tl)). If so, it only up- 
dates ILS~.~(P(R, T l ) , I D ~ )  (i.e., LSl,6(P(R, T~),IDR). At 
P(R, T2), R finds that its previous location P(R, T3) is in the 
neighbor square, S1,6(P(R, T?)), so it sends updates to both 
ISI ,o(P(R, fi), ID,<) and u1,6(P(R, G), IDR). Note that the 
locations of two consecutive level-k updates must be in the 
same level-k square or two neighbor level-k squares, be- 

cause the movement threshold for level-X updates, 2k-mt, 
is strictly less than the edge length of level-k square, 2't. 

The difference between DLSP and DLSP-SN 1s sum- 
mari~ed as follows. ( I)  Suppose the highest level is 
h. DLSP updates I.&,,, (P(R, T), IDR) (jl  = 0,1, . . . ,8), 
and LSk,,, (P(R,T),IDR) (k = 1,2,. . . ,h - 1 and j 2  = 
0,1,.  . . , 8). DLSP-SN updates ZSq(P(R, T). IDK) (k = 
0,2,. . . . R), as well as the location server in the selected 
neighbor square. (2) Suppose k, and are the levels of 
location servers DLSP and DLSP-SN obtains location in- 
formation at round i and i + 1. DLSP requires k, > k , + ~ ,  
but DLSP-SN does not have this restriction. To avoid end- 
less chas~ng, DLSP-SN requires that, at each round, the 
query get, more recent location information than the pre- 
vious round. 

DLSP-SN is less restrictive in the sense of obtaining 
location information, because it selects much fewer loca- 
tion servers than DLSP. As a result, DLSP-SN incurs more 
rounds and longer query path. 

5 Evaluation 

Using extensive simulation, we co~nparahvely evaluate 
the performance of location-service protocols. We have 
~nlpleinented the DLSP protocols (DLSP, DLSP-SN) and 
GHLS in ns-2 [2]. and also ported GLS to the same vers~on 
of n ~ - 2  we use for other protocols. 

71e following metrics are evaluated for the location ser- 
vice protocols: (1) Query Delivery Ratio-the percentage 
of location queries successfully delivered to the moblle re- 
ceiver; (2) Update Overhead-the number of update pack- 
ets transmitted with each hop counted as one packet trans- 
mission; (3) Query Path Length-the number of hops each 
successfully-delivered query takes. 

5.1 The Simulation Scenario 

'l'he ~~.ansrnission range for radio coinmunication is 
loom, which is adopted from the characteristics of MI- 
caZ [I] devices. Using the 802.11 MAC in ns-2, the trans- 
mission time plus the backoff delays ranges from 0.001 to 
0.02s. Without a low-power MAC at hand, we add a fixed 
link-layer delay as 0.5s (or 0.25s). Thus, the actual per-hop 
latency ranges from 0.5 to 0.52s (or 0.25 to 0.27s), which 
resembles the per-hop latency in low-power MACs [ 14,23 1. 
We assume Ihc radio link is symmetric, and only collision 
may cause niessagc loss. Typically, the raw radio of sensor 
nodes (c.g., Mica2, Mica )  is lossy and asymmetric, but we 
rely on the underlying MAC or routing protocols to pro- 
vide reliable transmission through scheduling and retrans- 
mission. 

Sensors are uniformly distributed over a square area, 
with a density of 6.25 nodes per 100 x 100m'. Such a 
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high node density is chosen because in low node-density 
networks, geographic routing (e.g., GPSR) suffers from rel- 
atively high packet losses, which may distract thc readers 
from our main focus on the performance of location ser- 
vices. Given this high node density, the average per-hop 
progress is approximately 0.7r, i.e. 70ni. Our tests are run 
on networks of 400 x 400, 800 x 800. 1200 x 1200, and 
1600 x 1600m2, which include 100, 400, 900, and 1600 
sensor nodes, respectively. Since interactions among mo- 
biles is not considered, only one mobile is simulated in our 
evaluation, and its movement fcAlows the modified random 
way-point mobility model [2S]. The mobile's speed ranges 
from 4 to 4Om/s, and the mobile's pause time is O. 

The beacon period for stationary sensor nodes is 10s, and 
1s for the mobile. When a sensor node receives a beacon 
from the mobile, it replies with a beacon by a random delay 
ranging from 0 to 1s. The movement threshold for trigger- 
ing location updates in DLSP, DLSP-SN, GHLS, and GLS 
is set to l001n (i.e. m = 1). The timeout for triggering loca- 
tion updates for the location service protocols except GLS 
(i.e. z) is 8s. GLS does not have any timeout. Instead of 
 sing tlze instantaneous speed, the mobile node uses its av- 
erage speed over a moving window. Suppose R sends two 
consecutive updates to its level-k location servers at time T 

dist(f' K,T)F(R,Tr) )  , and TI. The average speed D = ( 

R's trajectory can follow an arbitrary curve. To determine 
the tirneout for the location information sent to a level-k lo- 
cation server, the mobile uses the average speed to predict 
the update interval t k  = 2kro by Eq. (3). 

The edge length of the sn~allest square in the DLSP 
protocols ( i s .  &) is 2001n. In GLS, the s~nallest square 
size is set to loom, because all nodes in the same small- 
est square should be within two hops. The network size in 
our tests, 1200 x 120&, does not result in a perfect grid 
structure. In such a case, if an intended level-k square is 
within the network boundary, it is substituted by a neighbor 
level-k square inside the boundary. For example, the level- 
2 square may be outside of the bo~mdary when the rnobile 
is located at (9001n,9001n). Then, tlze level-2 square {(0,0), 
(800m,800nz)) becomes its replacement. 

Ten deployments of sensor nodes are generated for each 
network size. With each deployment, we generate a move- 
ment scenario for each speed. All test results are the aver- 
ages of 1 0  runs on all the deployments. Sincc the mobile's 
ill is the same in all tests, a seed is randomly generated in 
each n m  so that a sensor node can hash the mobilc's ID into 
a difirent value for DLSP protocols and GIILS. As Tor the 
workload, a sensor node is randomly chosen to send a loca- 
tion query to the n~obile once every 2s for a period of 200s, 
i.e., 100 queries are sent. All tests for the same network size 
use the same workload. In CLS, every node should publish 
its location to its location servers for the correct functioning 
of GLS. For fair comparison, we modify GLS such that the 

sensor nodes publish their location only during the initial 
warm-up period of 120s. These location updates during the 
warm-up period are not counted in the update overhead. 

For all protocols, the workload starts at 120s and the sim- 
ulation ends at 400s. The surplus 80s allows the last few 
queries to be delivered. 

5.2 The Simulation Results 

5.2.1 Query-Delivery Ratio 

Since the per-hop latency is about O.Ss, and the average per- 
hop progress of a message is about 70m, the average packet- 
transniission speed is calculated as 140rds. For DLSP, the 
speed limit with the movement threshold of l00m is 14m/s. 
Figure 6 shows DLSP to scale very well if the mobile's 
speed is less than or equal to 1511l/s. In the network of 1600 
nodes, the delivery ratios of both DLSPs drop below 90% 
beyond the theoretie speed limit, 28rnls. We have also run 
tests with different per-hop latencies and different move- 
ment thresholds. The results are consistent with our analy- 
sis, and thus omitted. 

' h e  query-delivery ratio of DLSP-SN, as shown in Rg- 
ure 7, is close to that of DLSP below 20mIs and even higher 
above that speed because DLSP requires the query to ob- 
tain location information rrom a lower-level location server 
than the previous round, but DLSP-SN does not have this 
restriction and can take more rounds of lookup-and-chase. 
Figure 8 shows that the delivery ratio of GIILS degrades 
significantly as the network size and the mobile's speed in- 
crease. This is because, as the per-hop latency is nontrivial, 
the tern1 %thg easily exceeds the bound, 2r, in Eq. (14). 
When the query reached the location it obtained from the 
location server, the mobile has already moved too far away 
from that location to receive it. Hence, the message must be 
dropped. 

The delivery ratio of CLS, shown in Figure 9 degrades 
significantly as the network size and the mobile's speed in- 
crease, also because the mobile has moved too fiir away to 
receive the query when it reaches the location. In GLS, the 
mobile attempts to leave a forwarding pointer in the grid of 
which it moves out, so that a query may follow the mobile 
using the fo~warding pointers. B L I ~  the messages containing 
the forwarding pointers are likely to get lost, particularly 
when the mobile moves at a high speed, because the des- 
tination of these messages (i.e., the grid it moves out of) 
is in the opposite direction of the node movement. By ge- 
ographic forwarding, the mobile picks the neighbor that is 
closest to tlze destination. But s~lch a neighbor is most likely 
to be out of the mobile's radio range. When a forwarding 
pointer is lost, t l~e chain of forwarding pointers is broken, 
and the query has to be dropped. 

CLS also shows some perfornlance degradation at the 
low speed for the following reason. Unlike the other lo- 
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Figure 6. The query delivery ratio of DLSP is above Figure 7. The query delivery ratio of DLSP-SN is close 
96% for all network sizes if the mobile's speed 5 to that of DLSP below the speed limit, and noticeably 
15rnls. The speed lirnlt from our analysis is 14mIs. better in case of high speeds. 

GHLS G LS 

Figure 8. There is no single speed limit for different net- 
work sizes in GHLS because it does not scale. 

cation pn~tocols we evaluate, the location updates are only 
triggered by the movement threshold in GLS. Therefore, 
when the mobile's spccd is low, the update period is very 
long, especially Tor high-level location servers in large nct- 
works. Then, loss of a location update can disable thcsc lo- 
cation servers Tor a very long time. Queries will be dropped 
if they reach these servers. At high speeds, the delivery ra- 
tio of small networks is noticeably better than that of large 
networks. This is because it is easier for a query to catch up 
with the mobile within smaller areas. 

5.2.2 Location-Update Overhead 

Because GHLS is shown to habe the least update overhead 
in [S ] ,  we normali~e the update overhead oS DLSP, DLSP- 
SN, and GIILS by that of GIILS, ill~~strated by Figures 10 
- 12. The results were obtained from the same tests for the 
query-dellvery ratlo. All the normallzed overheads are rela- 
t~vely ~nsens~t~ve to the moblie's \peed, bccau\e the terts of 
all protocols use the iaine movement th~cshold for tnggcr- 
ing locat~on updato. As the mob~le'\ rpecd Incream, the 
update ovcrhead incrc~lscs accordmgly for all protocol\. 

Compared to DLSP, DLSP-SN reduces the locahon- 
update overhead by 70% or more, as shown in Figures 10 
and 11. More ~rnportantly, the nonnali~ed overhead of 
DLSP-SN decreases '1, network size inu-eabes. This is be- 
cw\e the nornlall7ed overhead of DLSP I \  ~ ( w ) .  ilnce 
the overhead of DLSP-SN IS O( lug (N) )  and that of GHLS 

Figure 9. The delivery ratio of GLS degrades because 
many forward pointer messages are lost. 

70 

ae , 6 0 ~  

3 so- 
t 

is O ( N ) .  For this reason, GLS shows the similar trend in 
Figure 12. However, the trend is not clear for DLSP, which 
can be explained as follows. Because of network boundary, 
the nuniber of location servers at any level increases as the 
network sise grows. For example, the average number of 
level-0 (level-1) location servers increases from 4 to 6.25 
(from 0 to 3) as N changes Srom 100 to 400. So the trend is 
offset by the increase of overhead due to additional location 
servers. 

In Figure 12, the overhead of GLS increases alinost lin- 
cariy at low speeds for h e  following reason. GLS does 
not use any timeout for sending updates, so its update over- 
head always increases linearly with the mobile's speed. In 
GIILS, the timeout is 8s and the ~novement threshold is 
100n1, so, at low speeds, the mobile sends location updates 
every tls, and the overhead of GHLS is constant even as 
the speed increases. Therefore, the normalized overhead 
of GLS increases linearly at low speeds. Compare GLS 
and DLSP-SN. The overhead of DLSP-SN is over %75 less 
than that of GLS, because it updates less location servers at 
each lcvel and incurs lcss updates when the mobile crosses 
a square boundary. Compare GLS and DLSP. GLS is shown 
to have a much higher overhead than DLSP for 400 x 400m2 
networks, because GLS updates the same number of level-0 
location servers (4) as DLSP does Sor this network size, and 
it incurs more overhead in boundary-crossing. As the net- 
work size grows, DLSP selects more location servers than 
GLS does, so its overhead catches LIP with or exceeds that 

- 
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Figure 10. DLSP has a very high up- Figure 11. DLSP-SN reduces the up- Figure 12. GLS has a very high up- 
date overhead because there may date overhead by 70% or more. Its date overhead because each level 
be as many as 8 location servers at overhead is comparable to that of has 3 location servers, and because 
each level. GHLS in a network of 900 nodes or there is an additional overhead in- 

more. curred by boundary-crossing. 

1 6 0 0 m x 1 6 0 0 m  w / 1 6 0 0  nodes 

I 
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Figure 13. DLSP-SN has longer query path length due to 
griding effect. 

of GLS. 

5.2.3 Query Path Length 

The results plotted in Figure 13 are also from the same tests 
for the query-delivery ratio. Due to the griding efiect, the 
query path length of DLSP-SN ir 40 - 45% longer than that 
of DLSP in large networks. 

In Figure 13, the query-path length of GIILS decreases 
sharply beyond the mobile's speed of 10rn/s, because more 
than 30% of the queries (most of them have a long path) 
are dropped and thus not counted. S~milarly, the querypath 
lengths of DLSP and GLS dccrcase not~ceably at 30 and 
40in/s. These speed pomts arc consistent with Figures 6, 
8 and 9. Compared with GLS, DLSP-SN has a longer 
query path, becausc DLSP-SN use5 lcss location servers 
than GLS. So, DLSP-SN s~~ffcrs rnore from the gnding ef- 
fect. The results of sn~aller networks show the same trends 
with smaller gaps. 

6 Related Work 

To our best knowledge, there has been no previous work 
on location service in wireless sensor networks. A few loca- 
tion service protocols have been proposed in MANETs. Das 

et (11. [5] categorizes these location services as flooding- or 
rendezvous-based. 

In the flooding-based approach, such as DREAM 131, a 
mobile Hoods its location information to the nodes within a 
certain hop limit determined by distcince effect. A location 
query is flooded towards the direction of the destination if 
the location is not available. This approach does not scale 
well due to the high overhead of flooding. 

In the rendezvous-based approach, one or multiple locu- 
tion servers are elected to store mobiles' location informa- 
tion. The n~apping of the mobiles' IDS to location servers 
is pre-determined by the protocol. In XYLS [19], each 
location update is sent to a set of nodes in a thick col- 
urnn, and each location query is propagated along a row 
of nodes, which should intersect with the column. Then, 
the intersected nodes send back the location to the source. 
Twins [20], Home-Zone-Based Location Service [18], and 
GHLS [5] all use hash functions to select a centralized loca- 
tion server. In Twins (or Home-Zone-Based Location Ser- 
vice), a home region (or a cluster) acts as the location server, 
while GHLS picks only one node as the location server. 

GLS [13], DLM [21], and HLS [lo] are hierarchical lo- 
cation service protocols. The differences between these pro- 
tocols are as follows. GLS selects three location servers at 
each level of grids, which results in a non-uniform distribu- 
tion of location servers. Then, a location query travels up 
the hierarchy by going to the node whose ID is closest to 
the destination ID within each level of squares. In DLM, a 
location server is selected in each of level-rn squares, and 
a query is guided by thc hierarchical address of the desti- 
nation. In HLS, a mobile sclects a responsible cell (RC) at 
each levcl of square it resides, and sends updates to every 
KC. 'Thcn, a query is routed along the candidate tree, i.e. 
the set of RCs for the destination mobile. 

Das et ul. [5] proposed a quantitative model and com- 
pared the performance of XYLS, GLS, and GI-ILS. It is 
shown that GHLS beats XYLS and GHLS w.r.t. both update 
overhead and packet-delivery ratio. The most important 
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concl~ision is tllat GLS asymptotically scales better but suf- 
fers from very heavy location-update overhead, and GHLS 
is the best for networks of up to 25000 nodes. 

Outside the domain of location services, TTDD [22] 
takes a diSSerent approach. The data sources (stationary sen- 
sors) proactively build a grid structure tlzroughout the sensor 
field and set up dissemination nodes near the grid points. A 
mobile sink floods a request for specific data within its lo- 
cal grid square to reach a dissemination node, which then 
forwards the request to the its upstream dissemination node 
towards the source, and so on. 

7 Conclusion 
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